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As was shown in “Priorities in scientific
discovery, ” the classic 1957 paper by
Robert K. Merton, Department of Sociology, Columbia University, New York, peer
recognition and, derivatively, more general
recognition are central to the reward system
and to intellectual property in science. 1 In
discussing debyed recognition in a recent
essay, we noted that the chance to receive
the kind of acclaim that usually attends a major breakthrough is a powerful motivation
for many scientists.z In the event of such a
breakthrough, establishment of priority becomes a central concern. Self-promotion by
scientists is a related issue that will IX discussed in the next issue of Current
Contenrs” (C@).
Also closely related to matters of priority and recognition is the question of ownership of scientific ideas and dkeoveries. Last
year, in a special section of Science, Technology, & Human Values, several authors
wrote on the theme of “Changing notions
of ownership in science.”4 The papers derived from a session on that topic at the Annual Meeting of the Society for Social Studies of Science, held in the fall of 1986 in
Pittsburgh, Pemsylvania. One of the participants was sociologist Harriet A. Zuckerman, also at Columbia. Her article, which
outlines the topic and briefly introduces the
other papers in the section, constitutes an
excellent overview, which we are reprinting
this week in CC.5
As Zuckerman notes, the issue of ownership in science engenders many conflicts—
some old, some new. Particularly significant is the emergenee of what she calls “new

claimants to scientific property’ ‘—the result
of an increasingly complex web of proprietary interests on the part of universities, industry, and government in scientific research. In many cases, these interrelationships have complicated and restricted the
flow of scientific communication. Given the
increasing complexity in the “norms prescribing scientific property rights, ” as
Zuckerman puts it, these matters are bound
to grow more controversial.s
Disagreements
regarding priority and
ownership are, of course, the stuff of patent law—a subject in which I’ve long had
an interest. Some years ago, in fact, I wrote
on the parallels between citation indexing
and the “prior art” searches conducted by
patent exarniners.b
All the foregoing issues—priority, ownership, communication, patents-have figured
in the recsnt furor over cold fusion. As assistant editor G. Christopher Anderson reported recently in THE SCIENTISP,
the
advice of University of Utah patent attorneys
played a large part in the decision by chemists B. Stanley Pens and Martin Fleisehmann
to publicize their findings in a press conference before a paper was submitted to
lVature.7 The subsequent “fusion fever”
that gripped Utah, as the Wall Street Journal reported, saw representatives from the
state, the university, and private industry
scrambling to seeure a share of the potential bonanzas At this writing, the scientific
and commercial aspeets of the fusion uproar
have yet to be resolved. The affair does illustrate, however, many of the points that
Zuckerman makes here. (Incidentally, the
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LW Press Digest wxtiorr in this issue of CC
is devoted entirely to popular-press coverage
of the fusion episode.)
Conceivably, disputes over ownership of
scientific ideas—whether involving patents
or some of the emerging, iess clearly defined
issues discussed bdow—represent one area
in which a science court could adjudicates
As Zuckerman makes plain, the matter of
intellectual property in science will doubtless

lead to continued contlict and is thus worthy
of immediate consideration.

*****
My thanks to C.J. Fiscus and Christopher
King for their help in the preparation of this
essay.
e I‘m[s1
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Issuessurroundingintekctrud ownerafrifrin science are growirrg more complex, due in part to the emergence
of new claimants to scientific property, In marry cases, an overlap of proprietary interests on the part of
universities, business, and government in scientific research has created ambiguity and conflict. Thi8 has
restricted the communication of scientific ideas. Given the complexity in the norms prescribing scientific
property rights, such conflict is bound to continue,
Ownership of intellectual property in science
has historicallybeen consequential,uncertain, and
contentious. This has been so in some measure
since the emergerteeof modem science in the 8ev-

enteenth century. In more recent times, science
has become increasingly interdigitatcd with other
weird institutions, bringing with it new questions
abotst intellectual property in the domain of sci-
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ence. These questions have been accompanied by
efforts both to redetine rights of ownership and
to extend them to new claimants, generating conflict, in the process, about the rights and responsibilities of property owners and the extent to
which they are observed in practice. 1 These articles take up a variety of such conflicts but all
address the same fondarnental questions: Who has
rights of ownership in science, under what circumstances, and how free are they to convey the
“owned” intellectual property to others? [Miter’s note: (he four articles discussed in this introduction appeared in Science, Technology, &
Human Values 13(1 & 2): 17-63, Winter& Spring
1988), in a theme section on “Changing Notions
of Ownership in Science.”]
Lzgally, according to standard sources such as
Black’s Law DictioMv, ownership refers to a colection of exclusive rights to use and enjoy property, inchrdlng therighi to transmit it to others.
In further legal terms, ownership involves rights
to possess and dispose; owners may “even... spoil
or destroy” property, unfess legally restrained
from doing so. Theessence ofownership is the
right to control (Black 1979, pp. 996, 997). In
detining ownership, Bkwk’ss
aysnothingabout
the responsibilities that go with it, but the definitions of property and liability do, In the mores
of science, as in the law, ownership of intellectual property involves both rights and responsibilities—a point worth underscoring here and one
to which I return shortly.
But the mores of science are quite different from
the law when it comes to other salient features
ofintellectuaf property for “scienceispublic,
not
private knowledge” (Merton [1938] 1970, p.
219).2 Scientific ideas or findings that are kept
secret are not accorded the status of intellectual
property and cannot be claimed by their originators. 3 Scientists must publish their work in order
for it to become their own, Property rights in science, therefore, have a peculiarly paradoxical
character (Merton [1942] 1973, pp. 273-75). The
only way scientists can be sure of being credited
with theoriginality esteemed by their peers is to
give their work away, by conveying it to the scientific community.
Property rights in science thus time
“severely limited. ” Once scientists publisb their work,
“they no longer have exclusive rights of access
to it. ” With publication, traditional rights to retain, deny access, or control transmission and disposal are forfeited. Scientists’ rights become
“whktledd owntojustt
hisone: the recognition
by others of the scientist’s distinctive part in having brought the result into being” (Merton [1957]

1973, pp. 294-95). “The scientists’ claim to ‘his’
intellectual ‘property’ is confined to that of recognition and esteem” (Merton [1942] 1973, p,
273).
In effect, access totheintekctuafpr opertyis
transferred from szientist-contributors to the commu nit y. In its turn, the scientific community is
obliged to credit their contributors, to acknowledge the intellectual property as theirs. As a consequence, individuaf scientists and the community alike have personal interest as well as public
interest in the free communication of ideas and
findings. In all these varied respects, property in
science differs from property in technology.
In principle, these historically evolving norms
seem unproblematic. In practice, most scientists
have long been concerned with protecting their
property rights and ensuring the proper allocation of credit. They know that the reward system
in which publication is exchanged for credit works
imperfectly, It was not uncommon for seventeenth-century scientists to worry that their work
would be stolen (plagiarized) before it got into
print. Indeed, the prolific Robert Boyle was
chronically anxious about what he called ‘‘philosophical robbery,’ ‘q anxious enough to deposit
sealed and dated accounts of his discoveries with
the Royal Swiety. Boyle was not afone, This common practice assured there being a record of discoveries and their discoverers, independent of
publication. The French did the same, depositing what they called ph cachete (or sealed folded
messages) with the French Academy. This wient
practice does not greatfy differ from the newly
devised procedure, based on graph theory, that
allows mathematicians who discover a full prmf
to announce its existence without revealing its details before publication (Kolata 1986, pp. 938-39).
Anxieties about receiving appropriate credit derive, in part, from the fact that scientists, unfike
other property owners, cannot know whether they
will receive due credk upon making the work
public. They must fake the risk of making their
work known without assurance of future creclh
or payment. In contrast, legal owners of other
types of property generally know before the fact
of conveyance whether compensation will be
forthcoming; if this is unsatisfactory to them, they
can withdraw their property from the market.
It is not surprising that a variety of devices, particrdarl y the various ordering of authors’ names
on papers, have been fashioned to signal the proper allocation of credit upon publication. (On
name-ordering of authors, see Zuckerrnarr 1%8.)
Yet there is ample evidence that many scientists
continue to worry about authorship and having
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their work accredited to them, The quid is not always there for the quo. The institutionalization
of a quid pro quo involves severe penalties for
plagiarism and positive demands for the practice
of acknowledging sources of ideas, data, and tindings through citation or referencing.
Moreover, as these articles indicate, issues of
ownership of intellectual property not ortfy provoke anxiety in scientists, they also produce conflict between claimants, all of whom consider their
rights to be legitimate. Vivian Weil, Illinois institute of Technology, Chicago, for example, observes that governmental controls on the communications of scientific and technical information
involve the collision of basic First Amendment
issues and govetmnmrrt’s rights to limit access,
where that is deemed in the national interest. In
practice, governmental agencies have at times
overclassified such information ostensibly to protect national security or national economic competitiveness and have also leaked such information when that was thought usetid. In their anafysis of dual mission agencies such as the National Centers for Disease Control, Roberr Borrrch,
Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois, and
Valerie George, Cleveland State University, Ohio,
note that these are required to collect information
for research purposes arrd to use that information
for law enforcement, this producing an organizational recipe for generating both conflicting
claims to the ownership of data and great uneasiness among researchers about protecting the confidentiality and the validky of data. Stephen J.
Ceci, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, takes
up the question of mandatory data-sharing, the
rights of the scientific community to evidence collected with public funding. This involves conflicting views first about scientists’ obligations to share
their data when these were collected from subjects promised anonymity. Sezond, it involves
conflicting views about scientists’ obligations to
allow others to examine and use their data, before
they have been fuliy exploited by the original investigators.
In another article, Daryl E. Chubin, Office of
Technology Assessment, Washington, DC, examines the intriguing case of Stewart and Feder,
two authors who were barred, at least temporarily, from publishing a paper repining alleged misconduct of scientists by the threat of libel suits
against them and against the joumais that published their paper.
Some of these conflicts are old; some relatively new. The contradictions between open communication and the preservation of national security and nationai proprietary interests are, of

course, as old as modem science itself.s For obvious reasons, these conflicts are found far more
often in recent times. It may be that the U.S. government has recentfy become particularly intent
on using legislation, designed originally for other
purpes,
to control the flow of scientific information, As an example, Weil notes that the Export Control Act has recently been invoked by the
Reagan administration to force scientists to withdraw their papers from one scientific meeting and
to prevent the participation of East European scientists in another, Such practices may be new in
detail but it is scarcely surprising to find governmentand industry pressing for secrecy rather than
open communication. Similarly, there is nothing
surprising abmrt some scientists being reluctant
to share their data or research procedures in order
to protect their subjects or their priority, The normative and reward systems of science make for
such reluctance.
Far less familiar are other types of conflict dealt
with in these articles. In particular, there is the
collision in dual mission agencies between law enforcement and research interests, described by
Boruch and George, and the collision between
protection from defamation of character and free
communication of pertinent scientific evidence,
described by Chubin. But not entirely so, It will
be recalled that Napoleon was not above making
census taking a “dual mission” enterprise, by using the census to identify recalcitrant taxpayers.
Some Frenchmen disappeared, of course, just before the census takers arrived, thus managing to
outwit the tax collector and to undermine the validity of official population counts.
These four articles also cafl attention to the
emergence of new claimants to scientific property. A rapidly growing number of universities now
have a proprietary interest in the scientific contributions of their faculty members, and new tmiversity-industry relations have emerged that make
the ownership of intellectual property increasingly complex.s These arrangements, designed to
provide financial support for university research
as well as large financial rewards for scientists—
by Hoechst, for example, at Harvard or, in a different mode, by Whitehead at MIT-set the stage,
when not carefrdly specified in advance, for clah
b++ng made by industrial firms to the ownership
of research by academics doing their work in university laboratories.
This is evidently a time of exceedingly rapid
and possibly ftmdarnerrtal change in the social organization of scientific research and in the normative structure of science. A recent study by Bhrmenthal and colleagues (1986a) indicates that in-
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dustriaf firms support as much as one-fourth of
biotechnology research in institutions of higher
education in the United States. A second study
also shows that the scale of university faculty-industry collaborations in the life sciences is far larger than had been thought (Blumenthal et al.
1986b). Of university scientists in departments relevant to biotechnology in research universities,
23% had industry support of some kind.7 As Blumenthal et al. point out, however, theirs is not
a random sample of faculty members btxmrse they
onfy surveyed scientists affdiated with the 40 most
research-intensive universities. Still, this estimate
may not be far off because faculty members in
schools of medicine and agriculture were exchsdcd, Both groups are even more likely to have sup
port than the faculty in biotechnology departments
actually surveyed.
It is clear that a sizable fraction of university
scientists are involvti in such collaborations and
are thus exposed to new restraints on ownership
and communication on a scale previously unknown. A fourth of those receiving industrial sup
port reported having conducted research at their
universities resulting in findings that could not be
published without the sponsors’ consent and that
became the sponsors’ property. And afmost onehalf (44% ) of the scientists witft such support were
persuaded that these university-industry collaborations undermine intellectual cooperation and exchange (Blumenthal et al. 1986b, p. 1364). Given
that these scientists afl had industrial support, this
opinion can scarcely be interpreted as sour grapes,
The importance of all this is plain. The communication of scientific contributions by academic
scientists is apparently becoming less open than
it was, And, in many instances, it is defined as
legitimate that industry lay claim to the ownership of research carried forward in universities
as well as in industrial laboratories,
The tensions generated by collaborative efforts
between industry and academic scientists to find
the gene producing cystic fibrosis provide a prototyprd case (Roberts 1988). Of considerable scientific interest, this research also has sizable technological and financial implications-the
entrepreneurial firm involved has already invested $10
million and, if successful, will make many times
as much in return. The case shows the unsettled
character of such collaborations and ambiguity in
the rights and obligations of industrial and academic scientists engaged in them. One issue concerns the timely reporting of research results, The
academic scientists responsible for the results are
said to believe that their chances for credt for the
work were undermined because data were witf -

held to prot.xt proprietary rights. Ttrerr mdustrrat
collaborators insist that the evidence was not whhheld. Rather, they believed the datus were not reliable and held off reporting results in order to
avoid making a mistake (Roberts 1988, p. 143).
other issues concern obligations for fuff disclosure
between industrial and academic collaborators and
the freedom of academic scientists to pursue research directions not approved by the firm. O@nions differed on both matters. The academics are
reported to have felt that they were not given full
information by the firm. As a consequence, they
went ahead on research they had been told not
to do but that they thought necessary to establish
their priority. Their industrial collaborators were
not pleased. For them, accusations of excessive
secreey by their collaborators and other researchers in the field were unjustified. The case also
shows how conflicts between industrial and academic coffaborators are fireled by com@ion
with
other investigators. They are also fueled by participants’ differing perceptions and normative expectations related perhaps to the kinds of scientists self-selec:ed for work in industry and academia. Industry-academy associations, therefore,
do not occur within a social and normative vacuum
and have to be seen in the context of the research
communities in which they occur,
Finally, in this inventory of disputes involving
new claimants to scientific property, one must add
the human (and in some cases, through proxies,
other anirnrd) subjects of research. Human subIects now claim a right to control the dissemination of data gathered about them or at least to assure themselves that certain information will not
be communicated and that their identities will remain confidential. These questions have been addressed mainly in the context of evolving rules
for the protection of human subjeds, thus obscuring their implications for the ownership of intelIectuafproperty. Nevertheless, these questions do
wve such implications. This is especirdfy the case
when research subjects claim an interest, as a
;mall number have, in the financial benefits of
:he research in which they have played their distinctive part.
In the main, then, the cases involving new definitions of scientific property that are examined
n these four articles constitute a subset of a larger
miverse of cases involving new claimants to sci mtitic property. These also exhibit the present
ambiguities of the evolving rights of ownership
n science.
Why have these disputes emerged now? Of
:ourse, not all of them have. Some are far from
lew. But those that are have resufted mairdy from
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dte pragmatic success of science-based

technol-

ogy and its growing significance for different segments of society. This means that many outside
the domain of science narrowly defined-those
in university administration, industry, and government (especially the rnilitary)-have
increasing
reason to stake claims to scientific property and
to seek the controi of access to it, The economic
sources of such claims become increasingly evident. Much of this science requires enormous investment. The more expensive science becomes,
the more it is held accountable to those who foot
the bill for it, whether these are industry, the military, or other government agencies,
Finally, we wme to the intriguing case examined by Cbubin. As Chubin reports, the Stewart
and Feder episode was no ordinary case of two
scientists submitting a paper for publication. s IUther, the manuscript encountered a special kind
of difficulty in getting published. Onty after long
delays, elaborate refereeing, and, most iqxmtant,
despite the threat of Iibel suits against the authors
and the journal, was it finally published in Nature, with an accompanying piece by Eugene
Braunwafd (1987), one of those accused of misconduct by Stewart and Feder and one who had
retained libel lawyers to try to prevent publication, Rather than poorly defined norms of scientific property, this case illustrates, in emblematic
fashion, a contest between two sets of well-defined rights. First Amendment rights of free
speech and free publication in science collide with
the rights of individuals to protect themselves
against defamation. Stewart and Feder and the
journals, Nature and Cell (where the paper was
also submitted), ciearly have the right to publish.
Braunwald and Kfoner, Mth of whom objected
to the paper being published, clearly have the right
to sue for defamation.9 Chubin correctly calls attention to the novelty of libel lawyers getting involved in questions involving scientific communication and to the ptential threats to the free
communication of science signakd by such involvement. How are such conflicts between apparently legitimate sets of righta to be adjudicated?
How can justifiable whistle-blowing-which
itself
involves a clash between norms of science and
the norm of personal loyalty—be encouraged
while still protecting the rights of those accused
of misconduct? And finally, does such use of libel laws constitute an illegitimate attempt to control the free flow of scientific communication?

These are far from easy questions. They testify
that something new is rapidly emerging in the interface between science and law,
For this reader, the four articles, for all their
differences, communicate a reasonably coherent
set of messages:
—First, all deal with contemporary cases of efforts to modify traditional concepts of scientific
ownership, some requiring more public disclosure and some, less.
—Second, in the process of change, a new set
of claimants to the control of scientific property
has emerged, with each claimant asserting legitimacy based on having an “interest” in the research by having variously invested in it.
—Third, these developments largely derive
from scientific research, especially in biology, that
has become increasingly consequential and thus
of increasing and varied interest to universities,
industry, and government. If science and especially science-based technology mattered less in
their pragmatic consequences, there would be
fewer claimants wanting to control their products.
—Fourth, the norms prescribing scientific property rights appear increasingly complex and ambiguous. Ceci’s informal surveys of academic and
other scientists indicate how problematic these
matters are. On the one hand, the surveys show
that the ideal of free communication is widely endorsed and wideIy, not universally, followed; on
the other hand, scientists report a conspicuous lack
of success in getting colleagues to share their data.
—Fifth, we should expect disputes about scientific property to become increasingly frequent
and to involve a greater variety of participants.
Nor do these disputes onfy involve efforts to restrict communication; there will certainly be efforts as well to enlarge access to information.
Ironically, the pragmatic success of science is
limiting rather than extending its autonomy. Science has become involved with a variety of partners, each of them claiming ownership rights to
its intelfccttral property. Traditional notions of scientific property grew up in a time when much of
science was pragmatically less wnsequential and,
therefore, comparative y more instdated from its
social contexts. That insulation is rapidly dhninishing. Conflicts over the ownership of intellectual properry in science mirror the changing institutional and cognitive place of science in swiety and culture, These conflicts are bound to continue in the foreseeable future.
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NOTES
1. For a revmw of the nature of disputes over intellectual propdy m science and their likely comswptences, see Nefkin
( 1984).
2. John Ziman (1%8, 1978) does much with the pubhc aspect of scientific knowledge in his essays deafing with the
social dimemmns of science, most particular y the consensibiliry of [he contents of science and the con.sensnalio of the
saentitic community (1978, p. 6).
3. The institutionally reinforced quest for recognized orignmhty leads, on occasion, to ‘‘races for priority,” which, al
the margins, become pathogenic, leading at times to such deviant behaviors as the concocting of fraudulent data and the
theft of ideas, that is, plagiarism (Merton [1957] 1973, pp. 93-2%).
4. See Zuckerman and Menon ( 1971, pp. 69-7 I) on the ins[ittttionafimtion of the xientific joumaf as a means of protecting scientists’ property rights from plagiarism.
5. On the relations between science and military uses in the seventeenth century, see Boris Hessen”s landmark anafysis
of the ‘‘w?cialand economic roots of Newton’s Prinapia” ([1931I 1971) and Robert Merton (1935).
6. Such arrangements now extend to acadetmc scientists kcoming entrepreneurs, forming firms, and then making agreements with their universities. On “entrepreneurial sciennsts” and ‘‘entrepreneurial universities, ” see Etzkowitz ( 1983,
1988).
7. This is a higher pro~rrion than among other life-science faculty members, where 175 have such suppmt, but far
lower than among chemists and engineers, where 43’% do (Blumenthal et al. 1986b, p. 1362).
8 As is well known, the paper by Stewart and Feder (1987) amdyzes errors and, in the authors’ view, other kinds of
scientific misconduct as they appear in publications coauthored by John Darsee, an admitted fabricator of data.
9. Chubin notes that older, powerful scientists involved in cases of fraud have paid far less in terms of their careers
than their junior collaborators. Tk reasons for this difference seem m derive from the seniors’ greater ~wer and resmtrces,
and also from their not being, m most of the reported cases, themselves guilty of fraud. In these cases, they stand accused
of negligence, itself a significant violation of normative standards but not Judged as serious as actual fraud.
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